Abstract--Oxygen consumption in small tissue regions cannot be measured directly, but assessment of oxygen transport and metabolism at the regional level is possible with imaging techniques using tracer 1SO-oxygen for positron emission tomography. On the premise that mathematical modeling of tracer kinetics is the key to the interpretation of regional concentration-time curves, an axially-distributed capillary-tissue model was developed that accounts for oxygen convection in red blood cells and plasma, nonlinear binding to hemoglobin and myoglobin, transmembrane transport among red blood cells, plasma, interstitial fluid and parenchymal cells, axial dispersion, transformation to water in the tissue, and carriage of the reaction product into venous effluent. Computational speed was maximized to make the model useful for routine analysis of experimental data. The steady-state solution of a parent model for nontracer oxygen governs the solutions for parallel-linked models for tracer oxygen and tracer water. The set of models provides estimates of oxygen consumption, extraction, and venous pO2 by fitting model solutions to experimental tracer curves of the regional tissue content or venous outflow. The estimated myocardial oxygen consumption for the whole heart was in good agreement with that measured directly by the Fick method and was relatively insensitive to noise. General features incorporated in the model make it widely applicable to estimating oxygen consumption in other organs from data obtained by external detection methods such as positron emission tomography.
INTRODUCTION
Because oxygen usage cannot be measured directly within parts of organs, we must take refuge in indirect methods. Mathematical modeling of oxygen transport and transformation helps by providing quantitative under-standing of the physicochemical events. Modeling at the microcirculatory level describes the passage of oxygen molecules to and from the red blood cells (RBCs), through plasma, vascular wall, and extracellular and intracellular space to mitochondria. Details of fluid dynamics and mitochondrial oxygen transport can be neglected while obtaining a good understanding of the kinetics. The Krogh model (34), a single cylindrical tissue unit supplied by a single capillary, has been the basis of most theoretical studies of oxygen transport to tissue over the past 70 years. Other models based on non-Krogh geometry have been designed to reflect the morphological structure of specific tissues (26, 31, 38, 50) . The Krogh cylinder model has no permeability barrier, but incorporates radial diffusion and axial gradients; thus, Krogh, building up the equation of Bohr (13) , pioneered the use of spatially distributed models that contrasted with the lumped compartmental models used earlier. Distributed models account for spatial gradients of oxygen concentration, and are described by a set of partial differential equations with respect to time and spatial ordinates. Compartmental models deal with exchanges between wholly mixed domains, with a single value of concentration for each compartment. Compartmental models are described by ordinary differential equations or algebraic equations.
To model high resolution tracer transient data, one needs a physiologically realistic, computationally efficient model. Zierler (52) reported the inadequacy of compartmental models for describing such data. The compartmental models used in dynamic positron emission tomography (PET) studies of cerebral oxygen utilization (30, 40, 48, 49) are overly simplified and do not incorporate nonlinear oxygen binding explicitly. Steady-state models at the cellular and subcellular levels (24, 25, 35, 39 ) cannot be used to analyze tracer transients. The models by Reneau et al. (41) and Bassingthwaighte et al. (3) take into account both axial and radial diffusion, but are costly computationally because of the finite difference methods used. The linear axially-distributed model by Rose and Goresky (44) gives good descriptions of tracer transients for oxygen, but does not distinguish erythrocytes from plasma, nor account for the formation of tracer-labeled water. Deussen and Bass-ingthwaighte (19) extended the linear models into a dualspecies multicapillary model to account for both 150-oxygen and 1SO-water. Virtual volumes of distribution account for the nonlinear binding of oxygen to hemoglobin and myoglobin, RBCs and plasma are lumped together in the vascular space, and oxygen consumption is a firstorder reaction in parenchymal cells. The problem in dealing with virtual rather than real volumes is that average partial pressures of oxygen in the intravascular and extravascular spaces have to be estimated to calculate the virtual volumes; so, iterated solutions--based on arterial pO 2, flow, and consumption--are required for curve fitting. Because the virtual volumes change with pO 2 along the length of the capillary and because RBC velocities are higher than plasma velocities in small vessels, a more complete nonlinear model is now presented as a reference standard.
The model is a nonlinear, axially-distributed cylindrical model with capillary and cell permeability barriers and intracellular metabolism of oxygen. Its purposes are: (i) to give a physiologically realistic description of oxygen exchange and metabolic processes in the microcirculation accounting for convective and transmembrane transport, nonlinear binding of oxygen to hemoglobin and myoglobin, transformation in tissue, and axial dispersion (including axial dispersion in vascular space and in tissue); (ii) to achieve high computational efficiency so that many sets of regional experimental data curves from positron emission tomographic imaging can be analyzed; and (iii) to allow exploration and prediction of oxygen transport kinetics under varied physiological and pathological conditions.
THEORY AND METHODS

The Double-Species Capillary-Tissue Unit
The geometry of the model ( Table 1 for definitions of the symbols, pendicular to the length of the capillary tissue unit) within a region is assumed to be instantaneous because the diffusion distances are only a few microns; so, concentrations within a region are uniform radially (but not axially). Because there are no radial gradients, the RBCs can equally well be represented as a central column or as dispersed throughout plasma; these forms are mathematically identical. RBCs and plasma move by plug flow, and can have different velocities in the capillary. Axial diffusion terms, D's, represent dispersion in the axial direction by all processes (molecular diffusion, velocity profiles, Taylor diffusion, eddies, etc.). Transmembrane transport for oxygen and water is passive (linear and symmetric) and can be represented by linear first-order parameters, the permeability-surface area product (PS). Consumption of oxygen and production of water occurs in parenchymal cells only, governed by the gulosity term Gpc. This model presents two choices for oxygen consumption: a constant Gp~ for linear or first-order consumption and a concentrationdependent Gpo for Michaelis-Menten kinetics, which is effectively zero-order in regions of high oxygen concentration and first-order in regions of low oxygen concentration. Equilibrium binding is assumed for oxygen bound to hemoglobin and myoglobin.
The convection-diffusion-consumption model accounts for tracer-labeled oxygen, as well as its metabolic product, water, formed in the parenchymal cell region, the transport of which is accounted for in a separate set of equations.
Based on mass balance, the concentrations of oxygen, ~ and water, wc, with regard to the water space in the four regions are calculated as a function of time (t) and distance (x) along the capillary length (L). For this model, ~ represents the activity or chemical potential for oxygen, equivalent to its partial pressure, in accord with the principle that gradients in partial pressure provide the driving forces for the fluxes. The governing equations for oxygen in four regions are as follows: in plasma, subscripted p,
in interstitial fluid, subscripted isf,
In these equations, the ~ ~ c, ~ f, and ~ represent the volume of distribution for dissolved oxygen in these spaces that is assumed to be identical to their water fractions times their anatomic volumes.
The ~ represent a combination of molecular diffusion and dispersion due to other factors. ~ represents dispersion in plasma due to molecular diffusion, eddy currents, mixing accompanying erythrocyte rotation and velocity profiles in the presence of rapid radial diffusion. ~ c mainly represents erythrocyte dispersion. ~ f and ~162 represent a combination of molecular diffusion and irregularities of alignments of capillary-tissue units, whereby, for example, offset positions of starting and ending points of capillaries effectively reduce axial gradients and eliminate the so-called "lethal comers" of Krogh cylinder models--those intratissue regions at the downstream end at the periphery of the cylinder. ~ also represents the combined molecular diffusion of free oxygen and oxymyoglobin (19) .
In RBCs, the free oxygen dissolved in the hemoglobin solution is assumed to be in constant equilibrium with oxyhemoglobin; because neither dissociation nor intracellular diffusion are explicitly accounted for, these resistances to oxygen loss from RBCs to plasma are incorporated as limitations to the red cell membrane conductance ~ ~. Each mole of hemoglobin can bind four moles of oxygen. The concentration of oxyhemoglobin is:
where CHUrb c is the concentration of hemoglobin in RBC water space; and Snb is hemoglobin-oxygen saturation. We calculate SHb according to Adair (53) , which is a function of partial pressure (p or pO2) of oxygen within the RBCs, alP + 2a2p 2 + 3a3p 3 + 4a4p 4 SHb(P) = Adair (p) -4(1 + atP + a2p 2 + a3P 3 + a4p4) ' (6) where p is oxygen partial pressure (pO2) in hemoglobin solution in tom and al to a 4 are the Adair coefficients based on human data ( (7) where p50Mb is the value of pO 2 at which myoglobin is 50% saturated. The oxymyoglobin concentration is:
The governing equations for water are similar to those for oxygen without binding. In addition, a conversion ratio (-/) of labeled oxygen to labeled water is used to account for using different isotopes to label oxygen molecules. Because 1SO-oxygen is really 150-160, the disappearance of one 1SO-oxygen molecule results in the generation of one 1so-labeled water molecule or "r = 1. , (11) in parenchymal cells, 
Steady-State and Transient Solutions for Tracer and Nontracer
The model accounts for both nontracer and tracerlabeled oxygen and water. Because the concentrations of tracer oxygen are orders of magnitude less than nontracer oxygen, the physiological state is not altered by the presence of tracer-labeled oxygen and water. In this model, we assume that nontracer oxygen is in steady-state with constant arterial partial pressure of oxygen (PA). The model solutions are obtained for both nontracer oxygen at steadystate and tracer transients for oxygen and water. Nontracer oxygen concentration profiles in the four regions determine tracer kinetics. The tracer solution reflects the background oxygen transport and metabolism. Because the kinetics of oxygen is different from the kinetics of the product, water, one can estimate regional oxygen consumption from the tracer transients.
The principle mechanisms for obtaining solutions rapidly are: (i) solving the nontracer steady-state conditions accounting for the nonlinearities and establishing the rate constants for the linearized equations to be solved at each point in space and time; and (ii) using the highly efficient Lagrangian sliding fluid element time-splitting technique to provide analytic solutions for radial exchanges and consumption, and, separately, axial diffusion (10).
Steady-State Solutions for Nontracer
Oxygen. First, the model is solved for the steady-state spatial profiles of nontracer oxygen concentrations. These profiles define the conditions for tracer transients and provide the key advantage to the nonlinear modeling, namely providing the correct pO 2 and fractional saturation of binding sites at all positions. In accord with the Lagrangian fluid sliding algorithm used for tracer solutions, the capillary length is divided into Nseg segments of equal length, and each segment is assumed to be well-mixed. Mass balance equations are solved for each segment. Governing equations based on mass balance in each of the Nseg segments are similar to Eqs. 1 to 4, with left sides set to 0, and by using backward and centered finite difference methods for firstand second-order derivatives.
The boundary conditions for the steady-state equations are as follows: 
(ii) Reflecting axial diffusion at the ends of the capillary and tissue.
A total of (5 x Nseg ) equations are solved. Oxymyoglobin concentrations are calculated with Eqs. 7 and 8. Regional concentrations at the succession of axial positions are used to calculate the local volumes of distribution of tracer oxygen at each local pO 2.
Tracer Kinetics. The Lagrangian sliding fluid algorithm (10) is applied for the kinetic equations (Eqs. 1 to 12) for tracer oxygen and water as a function of time and axial position. The time step is the transit time for one segment, Vp/(Fp.Nseg ). At the start of each time step, the fluid contents of each plasma element are advanced by one segment, and the outflow concentration is replaced by that in the last segment. The plasma is the "reference fluid" for the model computations, and volumes of distribution are thus relative to plasma, not blood. The extent to which the fluid element of RBCs moves downstream depends on the ratio of velocities of RBCs to plasma, which is usually observed to be larger than 1 (18, 47) . In all regions, from RBCs to cells, each segmental region is instantaneously mixed axially and radially. This is the instant of the sliding phase. Thereafter, during that interval, radial exchange between adjacent regions, consumption, axial diffusion, and binding are calculated. Radial exchange and consumption are calculated using a matrix method with a five-term Taylor series as an approximation of the analytic solution. For axial diffusion, different approaches were outlined by Bassingthwaighte et al. (8) . For equilibrium binding of oxygen to hemoglobin and myoglobin, the local volumes of distribution, ~ for the tracer during the transient account for the binding space, and which are therefore greater than the water spaces, ~ and wv'. These are dependent only on the local concentrations of nontracer oxygen, not on the tracer, and are calculated as initial conditions. This approach avoids solving nonlinear equations for every segment during every time step, and the exchange matrix needs to be calculated only once after the steady-state solution for nontracer oxygen is obtained. Consequently, the computations are fast. In RBCs, V"rb ~, the local volume of distribution for oxygen accounting for the binding space is:
nCrb c
Note that superscript n here denotes nontracer oxygen, ~ c is the water space per ml of red cell volume, and the ~ c is calculated for every segment. The doubly primed symbols ~ c and ~ represent the volumes of distribution in erythrocytes and parenchymal cells; actual values for ~ ~ and ~ depend on the local pO2's and therefore vary with position x/L when there is consumption and with time when there are transients in concentrations of nontracer oxygen. The concentration of total tracer oxygen in RBCs available for transport to plasma or the virtual concentration is: 
grb c = gca p 9 Hct~a p and Vp = Vca p 9 (1 -Hct~ap), (20) V'rbc = W~bc" Vrb~ and
HCtcap (1 --rvel) Hct + rv~ 1
Mean Transit Times and Mean Transit Time Volumes.
The key to estimating regional oxygen consumption is the difference between the transit times for water and oxygen. Because the oxygen is highly concentrated in erythrocytes and there is relatively little in the extravascular regions, the transit time for unconsumed oxygen is close to that for erythrocytes. In contrast, the water fraction of blood is similar to that of the extravascular tissue, so that water transit time is the capillary transit time times the ratio of total myocardial water to capillary water. This means that aSO-water retention is long compared with that of 150-oxygen. First, for blood, the mean transit time is composed of the sum of transit times through the arteries, capillaries, and veins in series, tB = ?A + t~ap + ?V = (VA + Vcap + VV)/ Fu, where:
For the values given in Table 1 , tA = 1.8, t~p = 4.25, and tv = 3.0 sec. For the calculation that follows, we use the parameter values in Table 1 . For intracapillary water, the transit time wt~ v differs from tcap because the water fractions of RBCs and plasma differ and the velocity ratio Vrbc/V p is normally >1.0. The descriptive statement for Wtoa p is t,'bo " (fraction of capillary water within RBCs) + tp 9 (fraction of capillary water in plasma). In algebraic terms: which gives 4.35 sec for intracapillary water transit time, longer than that for blood because the water fraction is higher in the more slowly moving phase.
The water transit time, Wtct, when exchange occurs between blood and tissue, is enlarged proportionately to the ratio of total tissue water space to intracapillary water space:
tct = V'rb c -t-V p which gives 59.45 sec, much longer than the capillary transit time for blood. In contrast, for oxygen, the mean transit time is close to that of blood. We again start with the generalities:
(total tissue oxygen content) o tcap = (intracapillary blood oxygen content) 9 (intracapillary oxygen transit time).
The intracapillary oxygen transit time o~o~p is:
which gives 3.37 sec for given parameter values (Table 1) at an arterial pO 2 = 100 torr. The oxygen transit time ~ for transport through the blood-tissue exchange unit, where there is exchange with tissue but no consumption from Eq. 26, is:
[o .... At an arterial pO2 of 2 torr, without consumption, ~ is longer yet because a larger fraction of the total oxygen is bound to myoglobin. When oxygen is consumed, two complex events occur to change the apparent transit times. First, the oxygen that is consumed is necessarily that which has entered parenchymal cells, and is that which would have the longest transit times; so, ~ is reduced because the ratio of the extravascular to the intracapillary volume of distribution is decreased. Second, the estimated w?~,p, which is appropriate for tracer water entering via the arterial inflow, can change; the water is formed within the tissue and will not traverse the length of the capillary in the absence of axial diffusion. The actual mean transit times can be estimated from the first moments of the model solutions and will be reported in results for specified conditions. Michaelis-Menten Consumption. ff Michaelis-Menten kinetics is used for oxygen consumption, the equivalent Gpo term is dependent on the local nontracer oxygen concentration,
pc Numerically, the consumption matrix needs to be updated at each time step.
Calculation of Steady-State Extraction, Venous pO 2, and Oxygen Consumption 9
The model solution gives the outflow nontracer oxygen concentration in RBCs and plasma, so the venous pO 2 (Pv) can be calculated by equilibrating oxygen in blood, using Eq. 6 for SHb(P) and using the concentrations at the last segment of the capillary, indexed Ns~g, for nontracer oxygen, giving the venous oxygen con-
Oxygen concentration in the arterial inflow is:
Steady-state extraction (Ess) is Ess = (~ A -~176 a x 100%. Oxygen consumption is calculated by:
where (i~ .~ Gpc 1~ the rate constant for first-order consumption in the ith segment. The estimate should (and must) exactly match the consumption of nontracer oxygen by the Fick calculation:
Single-Pathway Model Configuration
The steady-state spatial distribution of regional blood flows within organs is known to be broad, having coefficients of variations of 25% or more depending on the tissue under study and the ambient humoral, neural, and metabolic conditions (7, 9, 32) . To allow an appropriate description of spatial heterogeneity, the capillary-tissue unit can be incorporated into a multicapillary configuration in which the blood-tissue exchange regions are composed of a set of parallel, independent capillary-tissue units such as those described by King et al. (33) or Clough et al. (16) . This particular model for oxygen transport and metabolism can be used in a similar fashion, but we will con- 
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centrate on the capillary-tissue unit that is best explored in a single-pathway model configuration. Two large-vessel units representing the arteries and veins were connected in series with the capillary-tissue exchange unit (computed with 30 axial segments). The large vessel unit is a submodel of the capillary-tissue exchange unit, but consists of RBC and plasma regions with identical velocity.
RESULTS OF COMPUTER SIMULATION
Model parameter values were taken from published data and varied to illustrate model behavior or optimized to fit experimental data. See Table 1 for standard values. The steady-state axial profiles of nontracer oxygen concentration (the nonlinearities of which govern the volumes of distribution for tracer) and the dependent linear kinetics of tracer-labeled oxygen were computed. The effects of blood flow, hematocrit, arterial PO2, velocity ratio of RBC to plasma, myoglobin binding and axial diffusion were tested by changing their values one at a time.
Choices of Parameter Values
These are listed in the terminology. Here we provide some ancillary information and the rationale for some choices. Mean capillary flow, F B, was set at 1 ml min -1 g-l, a value typical for myocardial blood flows. The capillary volume of the blood-tissue exchange unit, Vca p, was set at 0.07 ml g-i from anatomic estimates (4). The volumes of the RBCs and plasma depend on the capillary hematocrit Hctca p, which is different from the large vessel hematocrit Hct if the velocity ratio, rve 1, of the red blood cells to plasma is not unity. We chose rve 1 = 1.5, SO with Hct = 0.5, Hctca p = 0.4 (Eq. 22), Vrb c = 0.028 ml g-l, and Vp = 0.042 ml g-X, giving a hematocrit-dependent water space in the capillary, '~Vc~p = 0.65Vrb e + 0.94Vp or 0.058 in this particular case. The volumes of distributions for dissolved oxygen are water spaces within each region. The volumes of distribution for the interstitial fluid and parenchymal cells were set to those known for the water space (i.e., V'is f = 0.18 ml g-1 and V'pc = 0.55 ml g-t) (6); so, the total water space is 0.788 in accord with values obtained from tissue water content (54) . These volumes applied to both oxygen and water.
Values for the PS's for oxygen and water are so high that they have never been measured accurately. They must be higher than 50 or 100 ml min -1 g-1 to account for the flow-limited exchange that is observed. This means that their values do not influence the shapes of the dilution curves. The PS values for oxygen in ml min -1 g-1 were set at ~ c = 1,000, ~ p = 200, and ~ = 2000. Note that these values are 2 orders of magnitude larger than the data from Rose and Goresky (44) , where they used small values for the virtual volumes in the extravascular space to account for the binding space in the RBCs. The ratio of surface areas for parenchymal cells (36, 37, 51) and capillary wall (4) is 2,000 cm 2 g-a to 500 cm 2 g-l, but we chose a value of 10 for ~176 p to account for the fact that the myocyte plasmalemma is a single bilayer, whereas the capillary membrane is composed of the two bilayers of the endothelial cell, the cell itself, and the underlying basement membrane. For water, all PS values were set to 100 ml min -1 g-l, which is so high that water exchange is flow-limited. Axial dispersion coefficients, WDis f and WDpc , were used as shaping factors. These axial dispersion coefficients, in order to provide a statistical approximation for nonalignment of capillary beginnings and endings and the heterogeneity of local geometry, must be set at values higher than the purely molecular diffusion coefficient for water found by Safford et al. (55) in the myocardium. We chose for simplicity WDis f = WDpc = ~ f =-~ = 10 .4 cm 2 sec -1 . Likewise, we assumed WDp = ~ and used these to represent intravascular axial dispersion.
Michaelis-Menten consumption was used and Vma x was set at 5 txmol min -1 g-i and K m was set to a very small number; hence, the oxygen consumption was constant or zero-order along the capillary length until the local oxygen concentration reached a very low level. The hemoglobin concentration in the RBCs, CHbrbc, was set at 8.15 mM, which was 35 g/100 ml of RBCs or 5.3 mM divided by the water fraction of RBCs (0.65).
Volumes of large vessels, V A and V v, were chosen to be 0.03 and 0.05 ml g-1 in accord with the total vascular volumes being between 0.12 and 0.15 ml g-l, including the capillary volume (22) . Thus, the large vessel volume, V A + V v, was 0.08 ml g-~. These parameter values were used in all simulations unless explicitly mentioned otherwise.
Axial Concentration Profiles for Nontracer Oxygen at Steady State
Shown in Fig. 2 are the concentration profiles along the capillary length for the oxyhemoglobin in the RBCs and free oxygen in the RBCs, plasma, and parenchymal cells. There were gradients along the capillary length as well as between regions. Free oxygen concentration decreased exponentially from the upstream to the downstream end, whereas the oxyhemoglobin concentration decayed almost linearly due to the nonlinear nature of the oxygen dissociation curve. The calculated total oxygen consumption, MRo2, was the same as Vm~ x at 5 txmol min -1 g-l, indicating there was sufficient oxygen supply throughout the cell region where the consumption occurs.
Forms of Residue and Outflow Curves for 150-Oxygen Bolus Input
To simulate a bolus injection of tracer oxygen, a lagged normal density function (1) input concentration-time curve. The normalized input, residue, and outflow dilution curves are shown in Fig. 3 . In addition to the sum of labeled oxygen and water, we also plotted labeled oxygen and water separately to reveal their different kinetics. One fraction of oxygen entered the parenchymal cells where most was metabolized to water. The unmetabolized fraction, mostly carried in RBCs, first appeared at the capillary end after 8.1 sec, which effectively equals the RBC mean transit time, grbc]frb c + VLV] FB. The metabolic product water reached the outflow later. The total tissue residue curve, R(t), was dominated by the intravascular oxygen content at early times, but was virtually identical to the water residue after 25 sec. The area under the tracer oxygen outflow curve was 53% of the area under the outflow curve for total tracer, which agrees with the steady-state extraction of nontracer oxygen being 47%. to 100mlmin-g-. Dpe was set to 10 cm sec-.
Such agreement shows that the model provides correct mass balance and is a prerequisite for estimating extraction and oxygen metabolic rate from tracer kinetic data.
Zero-Order and First-Order Consumption
Shown in Fig. 4 are the nontracer oxygen concentration profiles in the RBCs and parenchymal cells with linear and zero-order consumption. With the same average oxygen consumption at 5 txmol min -I g-l, the axial concentration profiles were very different. With linear consumption, more oxygen is metabolized at the upstream than at the downstream end; consequently, the intracellular concentration profile is flatter than that with zero-order consumption. However, tracer kinetics showed almost no difference in the residue and outflow dilution curves (not illustrated), because they do not provide any information about where along the capillary length the oxygen was consumed. Our conclusion is that if one is interested in evaluating oxygen consumption only from tracer transients, either zero-order or first-order consumption will give the same result. 
Effect of Blood Flow, Hematocrit, and Arterial pO 2
Oxygen delivery to the exchange region is determined by three factors: capillary blood flow, hematocrit, and arterial pO 2. These three factors affect also the axial distribution of nontracer oxygen. If one of the factors decreases while oxygen consumption remains constant, anoxia can occur. A "lethal comer" does not normally occur in the presence of axial dispersion and diffusion. Figure 5 shows the axial concentration profiles of unbound oxygen in the RBCs and parenchymal cells at different capillary blood flows. At a blood flow of 0.5 ml min -1 g-1 and with the chosen parameters, oxygen delivery by flow to the tissue was inadequate to maintain a viable pO 2 level downstream, even though the capillary wall (~ p = 200 ml min-L g-l) was no hindrance to oxygen delivery. As a result, the intracellular oxygen concentration fell to 0 at the last four-tenths of the capillary length, and the average MRo~ was 4.5 p~mol min -1 g-l, which was less than the demand of 5 Ixmol min -1 g-a. Note that in the flow-limited case when PSca p is set infinitely large, anoxia occurs only when flow, or hematocrit, or arterial pO 2 drops to below 20% of the normal values. For tracer kinetics, as capillary blood flow (Fig. 6 ) or hematocrit (not illustrated) or arterial pO 2 ( Fig. 7) was reduced, the retention of tracer was prolonged (there is a higher tail in the residue function), and the fraction of tracer oxygen in the outflow was reduced (there is a lower peak and higher tail in the outflow). 
Effect of Velocity Ratio of RBCs to Plasma
Because most oxygen is carried in the form of oxyhemoglobin in the RBCs, the mean capillary transit time is determined mainly by the RBC velocity. The higher the velocity ratio, the earlier the peak of transmitted, nonextracted oxygen appeared in the outflow. However, in the range of 1 to 2 for Vrbc/Vp, the effect was modest.
Effect of Intracellular Binding of Myoglobin to Oxygen
The residue and outflow dilution curves at different levels of myoglobin concentrations are shown in Fig. 8 . With higher inflow arterial pO x of 40 and 100 torr, the residue curves showed faster washout and lower tails, whereas outflow curves showed higher peaks and lower tails, indicating less fractional extraction of oxygen. However, the differences between these two were moderate, because the arterial blood was 75% and 100% saturated.
The myoglobin-oxygen binding had a buffer effect on the tracer kinetics. Myoglobin delayed the appearance of tracer in the outflow and prolonged retention. Note that zero-order consumption for this test was set at 2 txmol min-1 g-1 instead of 5 t~mol min -1 g-1 order to emphasize the effect, because at a high oxygen consumption level, ~ is low, below the myoglobin p50 and the volume of distribution, ~ approaches its maximum, Eq. 16. In this model, myoglobin concentration levels have no effect on the nontracer oxygen profiles because oxymyoglobin is in constant equilibrium with the free oxygen in parenchymal cells. 
Effect of Axial Diffusion
The effect of molecular diffusion is minimal at ~ = 2.18 x 10 -5 cm 2 sec -1 (21), ~ c ----0.95 X 10 -5 cm ~ sec -1 (15, 42) , and ~ = 1.16 x 10 -5 cm 2 sec -1 (17, 29) . If the axial diffusion terms represent all dispersional processes, greater values than those for molecular terms must be used, even as high as 10 -3 cm 2 sec -1 with L = 0.1 cm. Figure 9 shows that high ~ reduced the intracellular gradient, whereas the vascular gradient was changed modestly. Note that the model is like a compartmental model when large values of D's are used. For example, when Opc is large, the parenchymal cell behaves like a stirred tank. 
Water and Oxygen Mean Transit Times
Calculated mean transit times for water and oxygen through the blood-tissue exchange unit are shown in Table  2 . The effect of increasing consumption is to reduce oxygen transit time. For water produced by oxygen metabo- FIGURE 10 . A "first-in-last-out" phenomenon for tracer water after a pulse injection of tracer oxygen. When the consumption rate is extremely high (nearly 100% extraction of oxygen, no oxygen outflow), Gpc --2,000 ml min -1 g-1 and MRo2 = 6.3 pmol rain -1 g-l; the transformation of oxygen to water occurs mainly at the upstream end of the capillary, thus resulting in a long mean transit time of 64 sec for water. When the consumption rate is in the normal range, Gpc --100 ml min -1 g-1 and MRo2 = 3.5 pmol rain -1 g-l; part of the water is generated at the downstream end of the capillary-tissue unit, and diffuses and flows out to the venous effluent more quickly, giving rise to the hump in the water curve that is only slightly delayed, compared with the oxygen outflow curve (top). The lism, the transit time to the exit is less than for water entering via the inflow, even if there is no barrier limitation. Moreover, as oxygen consumption increases, the 150-water produced from 150-oxygen reaches the outflow later. This is a consequence of the spatial distribution of sites of conversion from 150-oxygen to 150-water; at high consumption rates, more of the conversion occurs toward the upstream end of the capillary-tissue unit.
In Fig. 10 , model outflow dilution curves are shown for pulse injections of 150-oxygen at the capillary entrance at low and high rates of consumption. At low MR02 the outflow h(t) for water has an early hump and a late peak; the hump is due to the rapid emergence of 150-water formed at the downstream end of the capillary, and the later peak is due to the 150-water formed earlier but at points higher upstream. This is a case of "last formed, first out." At high MR02, most of the ~50-oxygen is consumed upstream and must therefore traverse the whole of the water space of the tissue, a case of "first formed, last out." These events occur because of the great difference in oxygen and water transit times.
Computational Efficiency
Solution times for a 10-segment and a 30-segment model on a SUN Sparc5 were 2.3 and 10.8 sec without axial dispersion, and 2.5 and 14.5 sec with axial dispersion. The number of function evaluations required to fit 150-oxygen PET time-activity curves of 300 sec duration using SIMPLEX are typically 100 to 150, thus requiring about 20 to 30 rain for an optimization run for each region of interest (ROI) when initial estimates are poor.
RESULTS OF EXPERIMENTAL DATA ANALYSIS
The experimental curves were obtained from PET data of a beating heart of an open chest dog that was anesthetized and ventilated. Blood was sampled from the aorta and coronary sinus for measurement of the steady-state transmyocardial oxygen extraction.
Myocardial Blood Flow Measurement
To measure the blood flow, 15 mCi in -3 m1150-water was injected into the superior vena cava. PET (GE Advance System) was used to detect the activities in the dog heart. The images were obtained every 4 sec for the first and second minutes, every 10 sec for the third minute, and every 20 sec for the fourth and fifth minutes. The input and residue functions were obtained by placing the ROIs in the left ventricular cavity and myocardium. The myocardial blood flow was estimated using the water part of the dual model. Partial volume effects and spillover of signal from cavity to myocardium were accounted for as a part of the modeling analysis (12) . 
Myocardial Oxygen Consumption
About 80 mCi of 150-oxygen was introduced via ventilation within three breaths. The images were obtained every 2 sec for the first minute, then every 4 sec for the second minute, then every 10 sec for the third minute, and then every 20 sec for the fourth and fifth minutes. The time-activity curves were obtained from the same ROIs used for the aSO-water. We fitted the myocardial PET signal to the model-generated residue function plus the PET signal from the left ventricular cavity (input function) scaled by the spillover ratio. Because the objective was to estimate the oxygen consumption, we reduced the degrees of freedom in the modeling by optimizing on as few parameters as possible. The PS's can be combined because they are in series and have reciprocal relations. Therefore, in fitting the model to the experimental data, we optimized on only four parameters: ~ Gvc assuming first-order consumption, WpSpc, and the spillover ratio (in the same style as for the estimation of flow). Other PS values were set to high values so that the solutions are insensitive to them.
An Example of MRo2 Estimation on the Whole Left Ventricle
Analysis of PET ROI time-activity curves for 150-water during control state gave an estimated left ventricular flow of 1.1 ml min -1 g-1. From 150-oxygen curves, the estimated MRo2 for the left ventricle was 3.2 l~mol rain-1 g-1. The directly measured global oxygen consumption of the whole heart by the Fick method was 2.9 ;xmol rain -1 g-~. Fig. 11 shows that the model curve fitted well to the PET signal with a coefficient of variation of 8.3%. The calculated venous pO 2 was 32 torr, compared with the observed 35 tort; the average extraction was 34%.
DISCUSSION
Generality of the Model
The model is general and is a good vehicle for gaining insights into oxygen transport in microcirculation. Many model parameters are adjustable, to set up different physiological and pathological conditions. For example, one can look at the oxygen distribution in tissues in normoxia, hypoxic hypoxia (low arterial pO2), and anemic hypoxia (low hematocrit). Furthermore, the model partially, if not completely, answered the questions raised by our previous linear model concerning nonlinearity of hemoglobin and myoglobin binding to oxygen and different velocities of
RBCs and plasma (see Results of Computer Simulation).
The possible effects of even spatial distributions of mitochondria and red cell spacing on oxygen exchange (20, 27, 28) are not addressed in the current model. These, however, both result in diminished oxygen transport, compared with the current model and can therefore be roughly approximated by reductions in PS's.
Computational Speed
The motivation to develop this nonlinear model was to model the kinetics of 150-oxygen in PET studies for esti- .'~_ ----water component mating oxygen consumption regionally. To achieve the computational efficiency that is critical to the analysis of experimental data, different algorithms for nontracer and tracer-labeled oxygen were implemented to solve the speed problem caused by the nonlinear features of the model, primarily the binding of oxygen to hemoglobin and myoglobin. For tracer transients, the binding processes are taken into account by using the virtual volumes of distribution that are dependent on the nontracer concentrations.
Once the steady-state solution is obtained, the virtual volumes can be calculated and remain constant throughout the tracer transient. This is similar to our previous linear model (19) from the point of view of modeling tracer kinetics. However, there are two major improvements: (i) the nontracer oxygen levels in different regions are calculated based on the given arterial pO 2 and model parameters, not approximated as in the linear model; and (ii) the axial gradients of nontracer oxygen concentration are used to calculate the local virtual volumes along the capillary length, whereas the linear model uses average oxygen levels and virtual volumes. In summary, the present model maintains fast computation and yet is more accurate in the sense that both nontracer and tracer oxygen transport and metabolism are determined by the same set of model parameters. The solution times for the linear analysis of the transients increase as the square of the number of axial segments chosen; thus, it is useful to reduce the number of segments to the minimum acceptable for accuracy. Likewise, because the calculations for axial dispersion are separated from those for radial exchanges, one can gain a 26% reduction in solution time for Nseg = 30 by setting the D's to 0, bypassing the computation. Because data are best fitted by including high D's to account for extravascular dispersion due to the anatomical arrangements of microvascular units, setting them to 0 requires a compromise to obtain correct shapes for the curves. This can be accomplished by using unrealistically low values for the PS's, which must be regarded as shaping factors for the purpose of data fitting and do not represent true values for barrier PS's. We emphasize that this has nothing to do with linear versus nonlinear modeling, but rather is an issue in the modeling of data on indicators that are flowlimited, or nearly so, in their blood-tissue exchange (5, 6, 11) and contrasts with earlier, low estimates of the PS's (43) .
Fitting the Model to the Experimental Residue Curve
In PET studies, only the tracer residue function can be obtained from the PET scan data. Our objective is to estimate oxygen consumption by fitting the model to the residue function. Neither the identifiability nor the physiological accuracy of individual model parameters, such as the PS's, are of primary concern because obtaining a correct estimate of MRo2 is the primary goal. To gain speed and to illustrate the principle, the D's were set to 0 and the PS's used (at unrealistically low values) as shaping factors to fit the curves. To assess the error of the MRo2 estimate, we generated pseudodata with and without noise added, then fit the model to these artificial pseudodata curves, which have exactly known parameters. In generating the pseudodata, zero-order consumption was used and MRo2 was set at 5 txmol min -1 g-1. ~ p and WpSpc were set at 200 and 1 ml min -1 g-1. A random number generator was used to produce uniformly distributed noise with a 0 mean and a standard deviation of 20% of the value at each time point. The noise was then added proportionally to the clean data to generate 30 noisy curves. The model was fitted to both clean and noisy "pseudodata" (as defined in Table 3 ) with three parameters: ~ WPSp~, and the consumption term (Vn~x for MichaelisMenten kinetics or Gpc for linear consumption). Initial values were randomly selected, and 30 cases were tested for four different settings (i.e., clean or noisy data using Michaelis-Menten kinetics or linear consumption). Table 3 shows the means and standard deviations of estimated model parameters, MRo2 and the coefficient of variation of the model fit. The model solutions fit the clean data nearly perfectly, whereas a coefficient of variation of 22% _+ 1.9% for the noisy data was in accord with the 20% noise added. All four settings gave excellent estimates of MRo2 ranging from 4.95 to 5.09 Ixmol min -1 g-a. The SD's of parameters for the noisy data were three times those for the clean pseudodata. The striking fact is that even with 20% proportional noise, the SD of MRo~ was only -5% of the mean. Having an estimation method with little sensitivity to noise is important in PET or nuclear magnetic resonance studies where noise is unavoidable. Because noise increases with reduction in the size of the ROIs (voxel sizes), such insensitivity is critical to obtaining information with high spatial resolution. Another observation was that either Michaelis-Menten kinetics or first-order consumption could be used to estimate MRo~ with no significant difference.
The identifiability of individual model parameters is, however, problematic when noise is involved. From Table   3 , the PS's, Vma x, and Gpc estimated from the noisy data had biased means and large SD's even though MRo~ was estimated with adequate accuracy. For Michaelis-Menten kinetics, the mean of Vrna x was 5.42 txmol min -1 g-l, which was larger than the mean estimated MRo; of 5.09 txmol min -a g-l, indicating that the intracellular oxygen concentration was less than saturation in downstream locations. Observations of residue functions can probably not be used to distinguish linear from nonlinear processes in tracer experiments done during conditions in steadystate for nontracer solutes.
With respect to the conductance parameters, the sensitivity functions of ~ p and Gpc on the residue curve are very similar with linear consumption (Fig. 12) . Thus, ~ p and Gpc may not be separable in curve fitting, and various combinations of ~ p and Gpc give similar model fits. The inverse of the sum of 1/~ and 1/Gp~ was relatively constant for all 30 cases (118.63 __ 3.22 ml min-a g-l), indicating the linear processes of transmembrane transport and consumption are in series 9 This observation serves to emphasize the point that these conductances, the PS's and the Gpc, serve as shaping factors and that the MRo~ estimation is not very dependent on their relative values, but rather depends on the transformation of ~50-oxygen to ~50-water (i.e., material balance between the oxygen with its short transit time and water with its long transit time). For this particular case, the mean transit time for 1SO-oxygen is 4.3 sec, whereas that for 150-water is 77 sec. In summary, with a single residue curve, the MRo~ estimate can be obtained with satisfactory accuracy, but the individual parameters for permeation and reaction for oxygen are not clearly distinguishable. This requires both residue and outflow detection (19) . Grieb et al. (23) initiated a modeling analysis of outflow dilution curves for ~80-oxygen in their study of the exchange of oxygen between blood and brain tissue. Although they said that their modeling analysis was incomplete, they pointed out that the transit times for the nonextracted oxygen were dependent on the consumption rate, as we have shown. Furthermore, they ascertained that the blood-brain barrier was so permeable to oxygen, because of its high lipid solubility (50) , that it could not be recognized as a resistance to oxygen transport, and declined to give any estimate of the barrier PS product. Their careful analyses thus led them, even without having accomplished the full modeling, to the same conclusions that we have reached here. We can therefore regard our work as affirming their conclusions. It is true that our studies are on the heart, not the brain, which makes the situation even more interesting because it has long been recognized that the blood-brain barrier has a much lower permeability to hydrophilic solutes than the cardiac capillary. This all makes good sense, because not only is oxygen much more lipidsoluble than water, but also even water is flow-limited in its transport through the heart (5) 9
CONCLUSIONS
This model describes physiologically realistic features of oxygen transport and metabolism in the microcirculation. It is rather general and is widely applicable to measuring oxygen consumption in other organs. The model parameters can be varied to simulate different physiological states. Tracer transients can be computed efficiently, and the model is useful for routine data analysis. Preliminary results show that it is a promising model for estimating oxygen consumption from myocardial residue curves obtained by PET. 
